URC-300™ Transceiver

Redefining Software Defined

Maximized RF Performance enables close proximity operation as close as 6.5 ft vs 50-112 ft. required by typical radios.

Glove-friendly, intuitive, easy-to-use interface

Certifications Obtained in Advance by General Dynamics eliminate purchase, deployment and spectrum approval delays and enables global operation.

Supports VHF and UHF frequency bands

Software-Defined with true field upgradeability

Ideal for grab-and-go, rackmount, vehicular applications

Smaller and Lighter than the URC-200, 2 radios can fit side-by-side in a standard rack

Compatible with the URC-200 (V2) radio and many of its accessories

Ruggedized for Outdoor Environments

SHOCK VIBRATION ALTITUDE HUMIDITY TEMPERATURE

DUST, SAND & DEBRIS WATER INTRUSION FROST SHOW BLOWING DIRT

Improved battery life and additional input power options

Maintainer Web Application enables user to connect and control the radio’s interface via a common web browser

Learn more at gdmissionsystems.com/urc300
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